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Please remember the following when setting nets:
1. Nets stretch/contract according to their newness, the weather, etc.; therefore they have to
be reset frequently to keep them taut (shelves un-sagging), effective, off the ground, etc.
So reset them as necessary, whenever you use them and whenever you see them touching
the ground even if you are not using them. Nets that aren’t taut tend to open at the end,
which catches and kills birds. Apart from this effect on the birds and the project, it gives
us all kinds of problems with the authorities (letters to Butch, the President of UVA, etc.).
2. Assuming you are working with adequately long net ties and ropes, put the net up with
the stakes about 3-31/2’ apart and about 3-31/2’ from the pole, so that from above you
have an equilateral triangle formed by the pole and the two segments of the rope lead to
the stakes. If you find you have too short a set of ties/ropes, it’s best (when possible) to
exchange for another set. The results of not using this method are –
a. stakes are too close together, poles lean or fall over sideways,
b. stakes too far apart – poles lean toward each other and net sags or collapses, either
a) or b) makes resetting a hell of a problem
c. ties wrapped around pole too near the ground – the whole set up is unstable, poles
lean or fall, and resetting is almost impossible.
Years ago someone introduce what I consider a virus of tying so to use as little of the rope as
possible (stakes too near pole, rope tied too low). This looks efficient and nice but it plays hell
with netting until the whole setup is redone from scratch.

